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ABSTRACT
The last 20 years of metabolic engineering has enabled bio-based production of fuels and chemicals from renewable carbon
sources using cost-effective bioprocesses. Much of this work has been accomplished using engineered microorganisms that
act as chemical factories. Although the time required to engineer microbial chemical factories has steadily decreased,
improvement is still needed. Through the development of synthetic biology tools for key microbial hosts, it should be
possible to further decrease the development times and improve the reliability of the resulting microorganism. Together
with continuous decreases in price and improvements in DNA synthesis, assembly and sequencing, synthetic biology tools
will rationalize time-consuming strain engineering, improve control of metabolic fluxes, and diversify screening assays for
cellular metabolism. This review outlines some recently developed synthetic biology tools and their application to improve
production of chemicals and fuels in yeast. Finally, we provide a perspective for the challenges that lie ahead.
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INTRODUCTION
Yeast has been widely used for production of a variety of small
and large molecules, including alcohols, acids, hydrocarbons,
and proteins. Its fast growth on relatively cheap carbon sources,
well-developed genetics, an endogenous metabolism capable of
producing precursors to useful compounds, robustness in large-
scale fermentations, and resistance to inhibitors and phages
(Hong and Nielsen, 2012) have made it the preferred host for
many bioprocesses (Buchholz and Collins, 2013). Also, the avail-
ability of genetic tools to perturb metabolic pathways, publicly
available knockout collections, and the simple generation, isola-
tion and analysis of yeastmutantsmake yeast an attractive host.
Industrially, several companies use yeast to produce ethanol, bu-
tanol, farnesene, lactic acid, and artemisinin, to name a few. De-
spite its wide use, there are still many challenges in engineering

yeast to improve titers, rates and yields of existing products and
to produce novel products.

Synthetic biology aims to capitalize on nature’s chemical
and biological diversity by enabling the introduction of or-
thogonal, scalable, and robust functionalities into any living
system and expands our ability to harness native biological
systems for a wide range of applications (Nielsen et al., 2013).
Though still regarded as a young discipline, the tools devel-
oped by synthetic biologists have already facilitated metabolic
engineering for bio-based production of fuels for transporta-
tion, health-promoting nutraceuticals, noninvasive diagnostic
tools for specific pathogens, and active pharmaceutical ingre-
dients (Shin et al., 2012; Lan and Liao, 2013; Kotula et al., 2014).
The key-enabling technologies to these successes include the
ever-decreasing cost in DNA sequencing and synthesis, the
continuously improved knowledge on sequence-to-function
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relationships of both DNA parts and proteins, standardization of
DNA assembly procedures, and novel sensor-reporter systems.

This review focuses on themost recent advances in synthetic
biology tools and how they have impacted yeast metabolic en-
gineering. Although examples applying synthetic biology tools
in nonconventional yeasts are emerging, most of the methods
covered in this review address applications in Saccharomyces cere-
visiae. Also, to limit the scope of this review, we will emphasize
the most recently developed synthetic biology tools and their
current applications for chemicals and fuels production. Finally,
we will provide a perspective for what challenges the develop-
ment of synthetic biology tools faces in the near future to ad-
vance metabolic engineering even further. For earlier reviews
covering synthetic biology tools for advancing bio-based produc-
tion, readers are referred to Siddiqui et al. (2012) and Borodina
and Nielsen (2014).

GENE EXPRESSION TOOLS
Modular genetically encoded parts with assigned biologi-
cal functions such as promoters, terminators, sensors, and
reporters are platform synthetic biology tools to control, bal-
ance, and predict pathway fluxes through gene expression
perturbations. This section serves as a general introduc-
tion to some of the most recently published gene expres-
sion tools applied to yeast for improving chemical and fuel
production.

Transcription-based tools

Promoters and terminators
One of the most straightforward ways to manipulate protein
levels inside the cell is to control the production and sta-
bility of mRNA. To design and engineer protein levels based
on transcript production and stability, we need functional de-
scriptors for promoters and terminators that not only describe
their input–output characteristics under a variety of conditions
(Blazeck et al., 2012; Marchisio, 2014) but also how small changes
in DNA sequence will impact their function. A few recent stud-
ies have sought to broaden our basic understanding of transcrip-
tional regulation at the single-nucleotide level and improve the
characterization of regulatory parts during multiple conditions
relevant for bio-based production. For a broader overview on
yeast promoter structure and applications using native and syn-
thetic promoters, readers are referred to Hubmann et al. (2014).

To identify functional parts descriptors, Rajkumar et al. (2013)
characterized more than 200 synthetic promoters using the
PHO5 promoter of S. cerevisiae as a platform part. This study
identified strong relationships between in vitro identified tran-
scription factor:promoter binding affinities and the quantitative
output from the synthetic promoters. From these relationships,
the authors were able to apply a simple binding model to ex-
plain more than 95% of the observed variance in their data.
Such studies enable predictable tuning of in vivo promoter ac-
tivity based on simple TF:DNA-binding affinity measurements
(Rajkumar et al., 2013). Also, Tyo et al. (2011) applied error-
prone PCR to TEF1 and DAN1 promoters of S. cerevisiae
and studied the characteristics for each promoter to al-
low for easy selection of the promoters needed for the
specific genetic circuit described in silico (Tyo et al., 2011).
Alper et al. have also produced libraries of robust, tune-
able and synthetic hybrid promoters harboring combinations
of selected regulatory elements (REs) and core promoters,
allowing enhanced tuneability compared to native S. cerevisiae

and Yarrowia lipolytica promoters and, most importantly, defined
control of promoter activity (Fig. 1a) (Blazeck et al., 2012, 2013). In
addition to promoters, combinatorial assemblies of terminators
and promoters have identified both stabilizing and degradation-
prone terminators that impact mRNA stability by almost two or-
ders of magnitude (Curran et al., 2013; Yamanishi et al., 2013).

For synthetic biology to be even further applicable to large-
scale fermentation settings and feedstock composition used
in bio-based production, emphasis should be placed on char-
acterizing parts under such industrial bioprocess conditions
(Moser et al., 2012). To gain a deeper understanding of the im-
pact of environmental conditions on expression from yeast pro-
moters, Partow et al. (2010) reported varying activities for seven
constitutive and glucose-based promoters, under various glu-
cose concentrations and fed-batch vs. continuous cultivation.
Similarly, for terminators, Ito et al. (2013) investigated whether
the activity of five strong terminators was affected by carbon
source utilization, stress factors, yeast strain, or stage of the
growth phase (Ito et al., 2013). Interestingly, terminators were
found to display conditional activities as also observed for pro-
moters. Likewise, the ongoing development and interrogations
of condition-dependent regulation of metabolism in yeast offer
dynamic insights to reactions that change conditionally both in
flux and transcription (Österlund et al., 2013). Such knowledge
is of paramount importance for synthetic biology to offer con-
trolled timing (i.e. growth vs. production, before vs. after diauxic
shifts) and improved predictability under industrial bioprocess-
ing conditions.

Indeed, the conditional promoter activity of the gene-
encoding squalene synthase (ERG9) was recently tweaked for
re-directing the key mevalonate pathway intermediate farne-
syl diphosphate (FPP) from sterol synthesis to production of
sesquiterpenes (Paradise et al., 2008; Scalcinati et al., 2012). Us-
ing an intelligent dynamic control of ERG9 expression, in which
Scalcinati et al. (2012) swapped the ERG9 promoter with the
glucose-responsive HXT1 promoter, α-santalene levels were im-
proved by 3.4-fold compared to native ERG9 expression (Table 1).
In addition to ERG9, tuning expression of upper mevalonate
pathway enzymes and P450 cytochromes and their reductases
was applied for the engineering of artemisinic acid production
in yeast, thereby reaching titers of more than 40 g L−1 for the
artemisinin precursor amorphadiene, and 25 g L−1 of artemisinic
acid (Westfall et al., 2012; Paddon et al., 2013). Artemisinin is the
key ingredient in artemisinin-based combination therapies to
combat malaria, and the further development of a chemical
process for conversion of artemisinic acid to artemisinin has
formed the basis of a viable industrial process for the produc-
tion of semi-synthetic artemisinin (Paddon and Keasling, 2014).

In addition to controlling the expression of key interme-
diate steps, interrogating the effect of changes in expression
levels of individual genes in multistep production path-
ways has been sought to alleviate flux imbalances known to
compromise production performance. Using a combinatorial
approach to identify optimal flux through a multistep pathway
using several, different, characterized promoters, two recent
studies screened for optimal violacein and oleochemical produc-
tion in S. cerevisiae and Y. lipolytica, respectively (Lee et al., 2013;
Blazeck et al., 2014a,b). From such an approach, Lee et al. (2013)
were able to train a regression model from a random subpop-
ulation of violacein-producing strains and then use this model
to predict (0.84 < r < 0.92) genotypes that would preferentially
produce each of the products (violacein, deoxyviolacein, provio-
lacein, and prodeoxyviolacein) in the branched violacein biosyn-
thesis pathway (Lee et al., 2013).
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Figure 1. Schematic outline of current synthetic biology tools recently applied in yeast. (a) Modular assembly of synthetic eukaryotic transcription functions. Fusion of
catalytically inactive Cas9 nuclease (dCas9) to transcriptional regulatory domains can either increase or decrease transcript abundance of genes targeted by cognate
guide RNAs (gRNA) (Gilbert et al., 2013). Likewise, eukaryotic TFs aremodular entities thatmake sequence-specific contactswith DNA and activate transcription through
their DNA-binding domain (DBD) and activation domain (AD), respectively. The use of orthogonal DBDs binding to defined REs permits a fully decomposed and tunable
design of synthetic TFs which can be wired with other TFs to tune cooperativity and thereby specificity of targeted transcriptional regulation. Also, the strength of
the AD can be used to tune transcriptional output from a gene of interest (GOI) together with the transcription initiation complex (TIC) and RNA polymerase II (RNAp)
(Khalil et al., 2012). The independent control of these molecular properties enables systematic construction and modulation of transcriptional behavior. White double-
headed arrows indicate all the modular and tunable parts that can be exchanged. (b) Schematic of the composite RNA transducer S3tc designed using riboswitches
to reduce Ste4 expression and thereby control cell fate in response to theophylline (th) and increase expression in response to tetracycline (tc) (Galloway et al., 2013).
(c) Key components of a synthetic RNAi pathway in yeast where double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) with homology to a target gene is degraded by Dicer and the resulting
small interfering RNAs (siRNA) are then used by Argonaute to recognize, cleave, and degrade the messenger RNA (mRNA) of the target gene (Crook et al., 2013).
(d) yoge uses short oligos to modify yeast genomes at targeted locations. Iterative rounds can be used to tune insertion frequency and diversity of the genomic library
(DiCarlo et al., 2013a,b). (e) Overview of three nuclease-mediated genome editing tools. Cas9 has inherent nuclease activity and uses a short guide RNA (gRNA) to
direct a double-strand break (DiCarlo et al., 2013a,b). Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) are composed of individual TALE repeats containing 33-35
amino acids that recognize a single base pair via two hypervariable residues. When fused to the FokI nuclease domain, TALENs will target sites consisting of two
TALE binding sites separated by a 5- to 7-bp spacer sequence recognized by the FokI cleavage domain spacer sequence (Li et al., 2011). A zinc-finger nuclease (ZFN)
composed of customizable zinc-finger repeats fused with the nuclease domain I-TevI will target sites consisting of two zinc-finger binding sites separated by a spacer
sequence recognized by the I-TevI cleavage (Kleinstiver et al., 2012). Nuclease-induced DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) can be repaired by homology-directed repair
in the presence of a variant donor fragment with extended homology arms.

Taken together, these examples demonstrate the potential
for native and synthetic parts to fine-tune transcriptional regu-
lation for metabolic flux balancing.

Transcription factors (TFs)
Inherent to the characterization of REs of promoters is the need
to understand the transcriptional regulators controlling pro-
moter activity. TFs aremodular entities performing complex and
combinatorial transcriptional regulation. Besides DNA-binding
domains (DBDs) and transcriptional activation domains (ADs),
TFs can also have sensory (i.e. redox, metabolite binding) do-
mains (Craven et al., 2009; Purcell et al., 2014). The modular na-

ture of TFs makes them ideally suited to orthogonally regulate
synthetic transcriptional circuits in yeast. In a hallmark study,
Khalil et al. (2012) rationally engineered zinc-finger TFs with dif-
ferent DNA specificities and protein-protein interaction propen-
sities, which allowed them to tune promoter strength and the
cooperative response (Fig. 1a). In a similarmanner, transcription
can be regulated using the CRISPR/Cas system of Streptococcus
pyogenes (Bhaya et al., 2011; Wiedenheft et al., 2012). By simple
engineering of guide RNAs (gRNAs) with base-pairing comple-
mentarity to target DNA sites, a catalytically dead Cas9 (dCas9)-
lacking endonuclease activity can be targeted to different
positions in natural yeast promoters and thereby repress their
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Table 1. Applied synthetic biology. Selected recent studies applying various synthetic biology tools for improving production titers in Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae.

Product (titer) Approach References

Artemisinic acid (25 g L−1) MVA pathway redesign to increase FPP Ro et al. (2006)
Heterologous expression: Artemisia annua amorphadiene synthase and
cytochrome P450

Westfall et al. (2012)

Promoter replacement Farhi et al. (2011)
Compartmentalization (FDP synthase and amorphadiene synthase to
mitochondria)

Paddon et al. (2013)

Isobutanol (486 mg L−1) Compartmentalization Avalos et al. (2013)
Miltiradiene (365–488 mg L−1) Protein fusions: SmCPS:SmKSL from Salvia miltiorrhiza and BTS1:ERG20 Zhou et al. (2012) and

Dai et al. (2012)
Patchoulol (41 mg L−1) Protein fusion: native farnesyl diphosphate synthase and Pogostermon

cablin patchoulol synthase
Albertsen et al. (2011)

α-santalene (92 mg L−1) Promoter swapping Scalcinati et al. (2012)
Violacein (141 mg L−1) Combinatorial expression library Regression modeling for expression

optimization
Lee et al. (2013)

β-ionone (0.22 mg L−1) Polycistronic expression cassette Heterologous expression: raspberry
dioxygenase (RiCCD1)

Beekwilder et al. (2014)

β-amyrin (37.3 mg L−1) Heterologous expression: Bupleurum falcatum cytochrome P450
monooxygenase CYP716Y1, oxidosqualene cyclase, and
glycosyltransferases Protein fusions: cytochrome P450s
CYP716Y1:CYP716A12 and AtATR1:UGT73C11

Moses et al. (2014)

Pheromone (195 mg L−1) Protein fusion: Agrotis segetum AseD11:AseFAR Hagström et al. (2013)
Oleochemicals (25.3 g L−1) Combinatorial multiplexing of overexpression and knockouts (57 strains)

coupled to phenotypic induction
Blazeck et al. (2014a,b)

Itaconic acid (>70 mg L−1) RNA interference Crook et al. (2014)
Gurmarin (5 mg L−1) Post-translational modification Sigoillot et al. (2012)
NADH Protein fusion: cohesin-dockerin pairs Liu et al. (2013)

activity (Fig. 1a) (Farzadfard et al., 2013; Gilbert et al., 2013). Com-
plementary to this, fusion of the SV40 nuclear localization se-
quence (NLS) and four tandem copies of Herpes Simplex Viral
Protein 16 (VP64, a commonly used eukaryotic transcription ac-
tivator domain) to dCas9 can allow for transcriptional activation
of gRNA-targeted reporter promoters (Farzadfard et al., 2013). Ex-
tending from these findings, standardized concepts for design
of CRISPR-based and other synthetic eukaryotic TFs have been
suggested (Purcell et al., 2014). This should accelerate bottom-up
approaches to understand design principles of eukaryotic tran-
scriptional regulators and enable the construction of orthogonal
and scalable synthetic gene circuits to control gene expression.

Transcription-based sensor-reporter devices
The vast number of methods for saturated mutagenesis and
the efficient DNA assembly procedures used for combina-
torial library constructions necessitates the development of
improved screening and selection tools, particularly when op-
timizing metabolic pathway flux without easy detectable phe-
notypes. Biosensors and synthetic sensor–reporter systems hold
great promise to increase the throughput of screening assays
(Van Dien, 2013).

Again, taking advantage of their modular architecture, re-
searchers have heterologously expressed and engineered syn-
thetic TFs as sensors for detection of defined metabolite levels.
Their relatively large dynamic ranges and tuneable input–output
functions provide rapid, noninvasive, switchable control of the
expression of key enzymatic control points (Hughes et al., 2012).
Apart from static control of flux imbalances using combina-
torial expression libraries, well-characterized parts have al-

lowed the construction of TF-based dynamic–sensor–reporter
systems. Though not as expansively reported in yeast as for
bacteria, dynamic transcription-based control devices act by
sensing key intermediates to regulate gene expression levels,
enabling cells to respond in real time to metabolic flux in
accordance with environmental changes (Chou and Keasling,
2013; Dahl et al., 2013). This facilitates efficient consumption of
cellular resources, with optimal protein expression levels and
chemical production (Stephanopoulos, 2012). In yeast, Teo and
Chang applied a non-native TF and synthetic promoters as logic
AND gates, enabling transcriptional activation following appli-
cation of an external signal (e.g. phosphate starvation) and the
presence of fatty acid (Teo and Chang, 2014). Such constructs
combine inducible pathway expression and pathway balancing
by detection of key intermediates.

In another classical synthetic sensor system, Arabidopsis
thaliana signal synthesis and receptor components were inte-
grated with yeast protein phosphorylation elements and signal
responsive promoters into a network under positive-feedback
regulation, resulting in population density-dependent gene ex-
pression (i.e. quorum sensing) (Chen andWeiss, 2005).While not
directly reported for improving chemical production in yeast,
sensor–reporter systems and the mathematical models derived
from their input–output characteristics will benefit many, differ-
ent applications of yeast.

In summary, the most recent endeavors of synthetic biology
have focused largely on development of transcription regulatory
parts. With an increasing reservoir of synthetic sensors and ac-
tuators, such parts libraries will enable a much wider range of
input-output functions.
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Post-transcriptional tools

Although cis-encoded transcriptional regulatory DNA parts like
promoters are the best characterized regulatory parts, RNA-
based co-transcriptional and post-transcriptional aptamers that
modulate mRNA secondary structures, stability, and transla-
tion efficiency have been applied in yeast. In particular, the
Smolke laboratory has developed, characterized, and applied
riboswitches to control predefined outputs (Beisel et al., 2011;
Michener et al., 2012). These riboswitches include a sensor that
is usually comprised of an aptamer specifically interacting with
a ligand, and an actuator containing an intrinsic terminator or a
ribosome binding site for transcriptional or translational regula-
tion, respectively (Galloway et al., 2013; Wachsmuth et al., 2013;
Goler et al., 2014). Taking advantage of the relatively high design
modularity and input/output programmability (Win et al., 2009;
Liang et al., 2011), Galloway et al. (2013) have identified and ap-
plied design principles to dynamically control routing of yeast
cells to different cell fates. This included the adoption of var-
ious tetracyclin- and theophylline-responsive riboswitches (i.e.
S3tc) to enhance or reduce STE4 expression levels, respectively,
and thereby control cell fate (Fig. 1b) (Galloway et al., 2013). Al-
though the RNA-based riboswitches so far have been mostly
applied for engineering cellular functions (Chen et al., 2010;
Culler et al., 2010), synthetic RNA-based riboswitches like these
hold the potential to link environmental signals to exogenous
control systems. Yet, largely due to the complexity of construct-
ing robust riboswitches with high ligand specificity, applications
of riboswitches for improving chemical production in yeast have
so far not been reported. However, the capacity of riboswitches
to specifically recognize cellular metabolites (i.e. theophylline)
has made them attractive components of sensor–actuator sys-
tems and hence applicable for the optimization of a broad range
of enzymes and metabolic pathways (Michener and Smolke,
2012; Michener et al., 2012). In the future, this should facilitate
the translation of these tools to biotechnological applications.

Another post-transcriptional regulatorymechanism recently
applied to yeasts is RNA interference (RNAi). By heterologous ex-
pression of just the requisite machinery Argonaute and Dicer
from the budding yeast S. castelli (Drinnenberg et al., 2009), Crook
et al. (2014) have elucidated optimal designs of hairpin RNA ex-
pression cassettes, enabling up to 93% downregulation of a re-
porter gene’s expression level (Fig. 1c) (Crook et al., 2013). As a
proof-of-concept for metabolic engineering, the authors elabo-
rated on their earlier observation that ade3 deletions in yeast can
improve the heterologous production of itaconic acid (IA) from
cis-aconitate during cis-aconitate decarboxylase (CAD1) overex-
pression (Blazeck et al., 2014a,b). Accordingly, Crook et al. (2014)
targeted ADE3 knockdown of several S. cerevisiae strains and
identified commercial Sigma 10560-4A to be the best strain for
IA production (Table 1). A major benefit of this system is the
portable nature, enabling multiplex downregulation of genes in
both standard and unsequenced industrial yeast strains.

Finally, Beekwilder et al. (2014) have presented another re-
cent example of a tool for post-transcriptional processing of
multigene expression casettes. Although yeast does not offer the
same ease of multigene expression cassettes natively present in
prokaryotes, Beekwilder et al. (2014) were able to achieve poly-
cistronic expression of several enzymes from a single transcript
(Beekwilder et al., 2014). Between the individual proteins, the
researchers inserted T2A sequences of the Thosea asigna virus,
enabling efficient production of the beta-carotene biosynthetic
enzymes from the carotenoid-producing ascomycete Xantho-
phyllomyces dendrorhous (Beekwilder et al., 2014). Similarly, Un-

kles et al. (2014) generated a large, polycistronic mRNA for the
entire penicillin biosynthesis pathway using viral 2A peptide se-
quences to direct successful co-translational cleavage of path-
way enzymes (Unkles et al., 2014).

METABOLIC PATHWAY TOOLS:
COMPARTMENTALIZATION, PROTEIN
SCAFFOLDS, TAGS, AND FUSIONS
Another paradigm for controlling fluxes and metabolic path-
ways is spatio-temporal separation of molecular components
(Good et al., 2011; Zalatan et al., 2012). This is particularly rele-
vant for gene circuits based on heterologous expression of mul-
tienzymatic cascades. Here, spatial engineering efforts seek to
force components of a specific multistep enzymatic pathway
into physical proximity with the intention of preventing loss of
intermediates to diffusion or competing pathways and decreas-
ing the transit times of intermediates (Miles et al., 1999).

Spatial engineering using protein scaffolds is relatively sim-
ple to design as it relies on the fusion of known protein-
interaction domains to recruit target proteins (Lee et al., 2012).
Using protein scaffolds, Dueber et al. (2009) optimized the stoi-
chiometry of three mevalonate biosynthetic enzymes recruited
to a synthetic scaffold in Escherichia coli, thereby achieving a
77-fold improvement in mevalonate titer (Dueber et al., 2009).
Using yeast as a host, Liu et al. (2013) recently reported the co-
immobilization of three dehydrogenases on a trifunctional pro-
tein scaffold displayed on the yeast surface facilitating substrate
channeling that resulted in a fivefold higher NADH production
rate compared to the nonscaffolded enzymes (Liu et al., 2013).
In addition to scaffolds, several dimeric fusion proteins have
been constructed for increasing substrate channeling. In S. cere-
visae, Zhou et al. (2012) reached miltiradiene titers of 365 mg L−1

by improving supply of GGPP through overexpression of a fu-
sion gene of FPP synthase (ERG20) and endogenous GGPP syn-
thase (BTS1) (Zhou et al., 2012), whereas Dai et al. (2012), reached
miltiradiene titers of 488 mg L−1 by fed-batch fermentation of a
strain carrying the fusion of ERG20 with GGPP synthase. Also,
Albertsen et al. (2011) showed that a hybrid protein consist-
ing of S. cerevisiae native FPPS and Pogosternon cablin patchoulol
synthase (PTS) increased the production of the sesquiterpene
patchoulol up to twofold compared to nonfused versions of FPPS
and PTS (Albertsen et al., 2011). Likewise, using a 2A oligopeptide
(De Felipe et al., 2006), the cytochrome P450s CYP716Y1 and
CYP716A12 were linked to produce a self-processing polypro-
tein for oxidation of β-amyrin (Moses et al., 2014). In addi-
tion to fusions, tagging sweet-response inhibitor gurmarin in
Pichia pastoris with the α-factor preprosequence from S. cere-
visae was shown to improve gurmarin production titers (Sigoil-
lot et al., 2012), whereas genes involved in post-translational
modifications like ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation were
shown to be indispensible for butanol tolerance, a prereq-
uisite for improved product titers in S. cerevisae (González-
Ramos et al., 2013).

Another strategy to achieve greater local enzyme and
intermediate concentrations is by compartmentalization of
metabolic pathways into the mitochondrion. As with protein
scaffolds, higher concentrations of enzymes, substrates, and co-
factors within the targeted compartment could improve titer,
rate, and yield figures. Indeed, Avalos et al. (2013) recently im-
proved fusel alcohol (isobutanol, isopentanol, and 2-methyl-1-
butanol) production in S. cerevisae by 260% by compartmen-
talizing the valine Ehrlich degradation pathway, attaching the
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N-terminalmitochondrial localization signal (MLS) from subunit
IV of the yeast cytochrome c oxidase (CoxIV) to the target en-
zymes (Avalos et al., 2013). Similarly, tagging Citrus sinensis va-
lencene synthase (CsTPS1) with the MLS of mitochondrial COX4,
Farhi et al. (2011) harnessed the mitochondrial FPP pool to in-
crease valencene titers threefold compared to that generated via
the use of cytosolic CsTPS1 (Farhi et al., 2011). Overall, these stud-
ies suggest that the spatial organization ofmetabolic enzymes in
the yeast mitochondrion can greatly improve chemical produc-
tion, although other studies report no improvement from similar
approaches to boost IA production (Blazeck et al., 2014a,b).

Another spatial engineering effort has been reported by Yang
et al. (2013). Here, the authors used an optogenetic design, based
on a light-gated protein dimerization system, to achieve tem-
poral, rapid, reversible, and titratable localization of a candidate
protein into eight different organelles (Yang et al., 2013). In this
way, theywere able to control the spatial and temporal dynamics
of Gal80 nuclear depletion and thereby galactose signaling acti-
vation. Such light-inducible systems represent a powerful ap-
proach for spatio-temporal control of key metabolic pathways,
and furthermore for achieving a better understanding of com-
plex biological systems (Yang et al., 2013).

In summary, together with gene expression-based pathway
optimizations like targeted knockouts, knockdowns, and over-
expression, recent advances in protein targeting, scaffolding,
and compartmentalization of enzymes have been shown to im-
prove production of desired molecules.

CHROMOSOME EDITING TOOLS
Generation of DNA parts libraries by error-prone PCR or targeted
mutagenesis followed by directed evolution approaches, in
which a non-natural selective pressure is applied to the parts
library to identify a desired trait, have been used to evolve syn-
thetic devices and systems and expand the genomic diversity
(Tyo et al., 2011; Rajkumar et al., 2013; Ellefson et al., 2014). In
yeast, this has been applied to re-engineer the tryptophanyl
tRNA-synthetase:suppressor tRNA pair from S. cerevisiae to
efficiently and site specifically incorporate an unnatural amino
acid into proteins (Ellefson et al., 2014) and to evolve a T7 RNA
polymerase variant that recognizes an orthogonal promoter
(Ellefson et al., 2014). Given a feasible and robust screen-
ing system, large libraries can be screened and more
orthogonal and artificial enzymes with new functions (i.e.
substrate specificities) can be selected in high-throughput
manners (Trudeau et al., 2013).

In addition to such gene- and promoter-centric approaches,
multiplex automated genome engineering (mage) allows tar-
geted, multiplexed editing, and evolution of microbial genomes
using short oligonucleotides that are used as templates for
allelic replacements mediated by the bacteriophage λ-Red
ssDNA-binding protein β (Wang et al., 2009). In E. coli, this
technique has been applied to optimize the DXP pathway to
overproduce the industrially important isoprenoid lycopene
and improve biosynthesis of aromatic amino acid derivatives
(Wang et al., 2009, 2012). In an analogous manner, multiplexed
yeast oligo-mediated genome engineering (yoge) offers the pos-
sibility to simultaneously edit multiple genomic loci using vari-
ant donor templates and harness the endogenous recombina-
tion machinery of yeast (Fig. 1d) (DiCarlo et al., 2013a,b). By
multiplexing and the cyclical nature of yoge/mage, this approach
offers the possibility to rapidly generate a diverse set of ge-
netic changes and to control the frequency of insertions by
the numbers of cycles applied. In yeast, DiCarlo et al., 2013a,b

optimized key parameters for yoge and achieved 0.2–2.0%
oligonucleotide insertion efficiencies without selection for the
modification, making it suitable for moderate screening efforts
with an estimated library size of 102–105 recombinants per locus
per cycle (Fig. 1d) (DiCarlo et al., 2013a,b). Most importantly,mage
and yoge allow for enrichment of desired genotypes with the
ability to rapidly cycle the procedure and thereby obtain higher
frequencies.

Just prior to publishing the yoge data, DiCarlo et al., 2013a,b
applied the CRISPR–Cas9 system to make targeted knockout of
single genes, including the negative selectable marker CAN1.
When co-transforming a guide RNA to target the CAN1 gene to-
getherwith a donor oligonucleotide containing 2 bp changes and
a premature TAG stop codon in the CAN1 open reading frame,
the authors observed almost 100% recombination frequency
without the use of a selectable marker (Fig. 1e). For compari-
son, without the co-transformation of a donor oligonucleotide,
CAN1 mutants arose with a frequency of 0.07%. Acknowledg-
ing the ease of designing site specificity for CRISPR–Cas9 targets
via the expression of short gRNAs obviates the need to engi-
neer orthogonal DBDs and/or insert binding sites into predefined
genomic loci. Such advantages may make unnecessary other
endonuclease-based approaches using TAL, ZF, and homing en-
donucleases previously applied to yeast (Fig. 1e) (Li et al., 2011;
Kleinstiver et al., 2012; Kuijpers et al., 2013).

As DNA synthesis costs decrease and design tools improve,
one can imagine a day when the synthetic biologist designs an
entirely new chromosome rather than randomly or site specif-
ically engineering small parts of native chromosome. That day
is getting closer, as demonstrated by Annaluru et al. (2014), who
swapped all TAG stop codons with TAA; deleted subtelomeric
regions, introns, transfer RNAs, transposons, and silent mating
loci; and inserted loxPsym sites to facilitate scrambling of yeast
chromosome architecture (Annaluru et al., 2014). Such endeav-
ors suggest that it will soon become feasible to engineer new
eukaryotic genomes with specific design constraints, including
those optimized for bio-based chemical production.

Taken together, targeted libraries of DNA part variants and
oligo-mediated recombineering of microbial genomes contin-
uously expand sequence diversity and are hallmarks for both
metabolic engineering and synthetic biology efforts leveraging
sequence to function analyses at an ever-increasing speed.

COMPUTATION AND DATA MANAGEMENT:
CAD AND REPOSITORIES
One of the main difficulties of genetically altering microorgan-
isms for the production of native and non-native high-value
compounds is the identification of the appropriate metabolic
pathways capable of transforming raw materials into the tar-
geted compound. With the advent of whole-genome sequenc-
ing, and the metabolic networks and genome-scale models
derived from the genome sequences (Österlund et al., 2013;
Chumnanpuen et al., 2014), computer-aided design (CAD) tools
have been developed to generate heterologous pathways pre-
dicted to produce the compound of interest in silico (for a recent
review on CAD tools, readers are referred to (Fernández-
Castané et al., 2014). Such tools are important to build novel
biosynthetic pathways and to improve flux through existing
pathways, and were recently adopted by Misra et al. (2013),
to elucidate both intuitive and nonintuitive gene targets
for improving production of the artemisinin precursor dihy-
droartemisinic acid. Also, Otero et al. (2013), benefitted fromCAD
tools for improving succinic acid production.
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Evenwith good CAD tools, it will be difficult to predictably en-
gineer complex biological systems without collections of well-
characterized parts, whose descriptions can be used in CAD
programmes. To this end, nascent biological parts registries
have been developed, including the Registry of Biological Parts
(http://parts.igem.org/Main Page) and the Inventory of Compos-
able Elements (JBEI-ICE) (Ham et al., 2012). Unfortunately, parts
are often poorly characterized (Kwok, 2010), making it difficult
to rationally design even the simplest genetic circuit. To im-
prove usability, Wang et al. (2013) recently provided a lookup ta-
ble to demonstrate the organization of parts used in engineered
systems (Wang et al., 2013). As some parts (e.g. RNA aptamers,
fluorescent reporters) are orthogonal and can be applied uni-
versally, that is host-unspecific, such tables facilitate bottom-up
design approaches in synthetic biology. Ultimately, the empha-
sis on both parts and systems conditionality, and the access to
experimentally validated data should maximize our future un-
derstanding of the principles of genetic circuit design and min-
imize time-demanding trial and error experiments metabolic
engineers often face.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this review, we have described a current status of the most
recent parts and device usability, emphasized genome editing
strategies, presented the current spatial engineering efforts and
data needs for improved CAD performance. Most of the tools de-
scribed have already helped improve chemical and fuels produc-
tion in yeast, and others hold great promises for bridging the
discovery to application gap in the nearest future.

However, despite major progress in applying synthetic biol-
ogy for chemical and fuels production, significant challenges
still hamper the predictability of the design-build-test cycle.
These hurdles mainly include poor predictive models due to in-
herent nonlinearity of biological systems, a lack of widely appli-
cable and scalable parts libraries, and low-throughput character-
ization techniques. As such, it is evident that synthetic biology
is still in its infancy, particularly when it comes to applications.

To improve predictability of build performance for industry-
relevant bio-based production, better algorithms are needed. In-
herent is the need for the scientific community to allocate more
resources for gathering of omics training data, sampled from
relevant growth and production conditions (most relevant car-
bon source, fermentation strategies, environmental conditions,
etc.). For this to be of true mutual benefit to both academia
(understanding) and industry (applicability), open communi-
cation about general bioprocess bottlenecks, basic feedstock,
and fermentation conditions needs to be communicated. Addi-
tionally, to account for extrinsic noise in part and device per-
formances across laboratories, incorporation of a normalizing
construct to improve consistency of data related to such perfor-
mances (Kelly et al., 2009)—ultimately providing comprehensive,
high-quality, quantitative data sets deposited into open-access
registries—is instrumental for improved CAD performance. This
also includes the further development of systematic parts col-
lections with minimum information about parts behavior.

With such emphasis on unbiased learning from sequence
to function metrics, and multiparametric interrogation of
industry-relevant phenotype to genotype relations, synthetic bi-
ology should make the design-test-build workflow more tangi-
ble (Fig. 2). Here, researchers and engineers will use cad soft-
ware platforms to design and test a virtual organism, and
then build its genome. Although several companies and some

Figure 2. Using multidimensional data and high-throughput screens, synthetic
biology seeks a transformation from the current rational design-build-test cycle
to a predictable design-test-build workflow.

academic institutions are applying a design-build-test cycle
(Van Dien, 2013), the design-test-build workflow is instinctively
more cost-effective and rational than retrofitting designs fol-
lowing labor-intensive build procedures (Fig. 2) (Ellis et al., 2009;
Lee et al., 2013). Again, investing resources in parts prospecting,
high-speed DNA synthesis, and data feeding from systems biol-
ogy should improve our basic understanding of biological sys-
tems and chemical interactions, and drastically help synthetic
biology to speed metabolic engineering efforts for future yeast-
based cell factories.
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